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Gross motor  
 

3 months  6 months  9 months  12 months  

-Props on forearms in prone 
- Supports head in prone (chest up)  

- Rolls over prone to supine and supine to 
prone 
- Pivots in prone (n belly) 
- Sits propped on hands or with back support  

- Crawls, creeps 
- Goes from lying to sitting 
- Pulls to stand  

-Stands independently 
- Walks independly  

 18 months  24 months 30 months 36 months 

-Goes up stairs both feet on each step, 
one hand held 
- Throws a ball  

- Ride a balance bike (no pedals)  
- Jumps up on both feet 
- Runs well  

- Goes up stairs one feet on each step 
(alternating feet)  

-Pedals ticycle  
- Balances on one foot  

  18 months  24 months  30 months  36 months  

- Scrubbles spontaneously 
- Builds a 3- cubes tower  

- Imitates circles and vertical lines 
- Builds a 6- cubes tower or single-line „train” 
of cubes  

- Imitates horizontal lines 
- Builds a 8- cubes tower or a train with a 
chimney  

- Draws a person with head and one other body parts 
- Builds a brigde with 3 blocks 
-  Cuts with scissors  

 

Expressive 
language  
 

3 months  6 months  9 months  12 months  

-Makes sounds other than crying 
- Coos  

- Babbles (reduplicate babbles) 
- Chuckles  

- Nonreduplicte babbles 
- Imitates sounds 
- Syllabise (mama, dada)  

- First words  

 18 months  24 months  30 months  36 months  

-Imitates environmental sounds (eg. 
Animals) 
- Points to familiar people when named  

-Uses two-words sentences understandable 
by parents  

-Names objects by use 
- Refers to self with correct pronoun  

-Builds tree-words sentences understandable by strangers  

 

Fine motor  3 months  months  9 months  12 months  

-Grasping reflex 
- Plays with fingers in midline 
- Hands unfisted in 50%  

-Transfer hand to hand 
- Rakes small objects with five fingers (palmar 
grasp)  

- Radial- digital grasp (rake small objects 
with 3 fingers)  

-Pincer grasp (rakes small objects with 2 fingers) 
- Put one block in a cup  
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Selfhelp  
 

3 months  6 months  9 months  12 months  

- Rooting and sucking reflex 
- Brings hands to mouth  

- Feeds self crackers 
- Places hands on bottle  

- Bites, chews cookie 
- Hold own bottle  

- Cooperates in dressing up  
- Finger feeds part of meal  

 18 months  24 months  30 months  36 months  

-Removes garment 
- Moves around the house without 
adult  

- Opens door using knob 
-  Take off clothes without bottoms 
-  Feeds self using spoon  

-Washes hands 
- Brushes teeth with assistance  

-Eats independently 
- Puts on shoes without laces  

 

Social- emotional  
 

3 months  6 months  9 months  12 months  

-Reaches for parents face 
- Reciprocal smiling (responds to adult 
voice and smiles)  

- Stanger anxiety (recognizes familiar 
versus unfamiliar people) 
- Touches reflection and vocalizes  

-Uses sounds to get attention 
-Orients to name well 
- Follows a point „Oh look at” 

- Points in order to get desired object 
- Shows obejcts to parents to share 
 interest  

 18 months  24 months  30 months  36 months  

-Begins to show shame and 
possessiveness 

-Understands „you/me” 
- Follow two=step commands  

-Points to small detail in picture 
- Imitates adults activities  

- Imaginative play 
- Knows own gender and age  

 


